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What is Malware?

Malware is malicious software that is specifically 
designed to disrupt, damage, or gain unauthorised 

access to a computer system

 When you hear talk of viruses, Trojans, spyware and the like, 
what you're really hearing is talk of different kinds of malware.

 Malware mostly gains access to your device via the Internet 
and through email, despite the fact that it can also get access 
via hacked websites, music files, toolbars, game demos, etc.
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Malware, an abbreviated form of malicious software, is a type of software that has been particularly designed to gain access to or damage a computer, mostly without the knowledge of the owner. There are various types of malware, including computer worm, computer viruses, adware, spyware, ransomware and scarewareIf a computer suffers a malware attack, it might go unnoticed if you’re not well aware and prepared. There are times when it is too late to realise that your machine has been infected and the data in it has been compromised. 



Types of Malware
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- The way malware goes about doing its damage can be helpful in categorizing what kind of malware you're dealing with. The following is a list of common types of malware, but is not an exhaustive list:1. Trojan is one of the most popular term to denote a malware on computer. The Trojan Horse also known as ‘Trojan’ is a type of malware that disguises itself as a regular file or tool so that users can download it without thinking twice. Once it gets in, it may provide remote access to an attacker and may consequently lead to a financial loss as the attacker would take the financial information and login of bank out of your machine.�2. A virus is another form of malware that is capable of copying itself and spreading to many computers. The viruses may spread by sticking themselves to a program or executable file, which releases them upon launching.3. As the name denotes, Ransomware is designed to get into your computer and ask for money. A ransomware is a tool that you may download mistakenly from any website, which takes a hold of your computer. It restricts user access to the computer by encrypting or locking the hard drive. It also shows a lock screen with a ransom amount to be paid against getting back the access of your own computer. This is one of the biggest threat to the commercial computers. *In 2017, attackers demanded ransom in the form of Bitcoin so that no one could trace it due to its decentralised property.4. Worms are the most common malware that spread over computer network through exploitation of OS vulnerabilities. Although, some tools recognise worms as viruses but there are some points that distinguish them from a virus. Once they’re on your machine, they harm host networks by overloading servers and consuming bandwidth.Of course there many more different types of malware with new threats emerging every day. The best position for organisations to take is to have both preventative and reactive measures in place to protect themselves from an attack. �



Key Stats
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- Malware is a lucrative business that isn’t going away any time soon. With some key stats highlighting that (read as above) 



How to spot malware

 The computer haphazardly shuts down, fails to start up, or
it suddenly crashes.

 The internet speed becomes very slow due to increased
data traffic.

 There is an automatic redirecting to unwanted sites &
increased display of unwanted internet content such as
promotional pop-ups
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It’s important to be aware of the different signs of Malware as the longer the software sits on a device the more of an opportunity it has to spread and intercept and steal data (go through points as above) 



How to spot malware cont.

 The computer runs much slower than expected because
of the increased processor load.

 Changes on the computer are obvious, for example, new
folders or files that you fail to recognise or the mouse
cursor being remotely controlled.

 Unwanted programs have been installed. These programs
are also capable of opening by themselves.



NHS Case Study

 300,000 computers infected globally

 WannaCry exploited a vulnerability in Microsoft

 Ransom demanded in bitcoin with payments 
between $300-$600 per device to restore 
access 

 £180k spend on emergency measures
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The much reported ‘WannaCry’ Ransomware Attack of 2017 highlights that even the largest of organisations can be successfully targeted The global cyberattack crippled the NHS – so how exactly did the whole thing work? Attackers were able to infiltrate the devices due to a vulnerability within Microsoft – of course Microsoft released an update to resolve these issues but because so many users fail to regularly update their devices, this left thousands vulnerable globally to WannaCryIn total thirty-seven trusts, of which 27 were acute care trusts, were locked out of devices after being infected with the WannaCry ransomware – leading to the cancellation of thousands of appointments and operations.In addition to preventing access to computers, the cyber-attack also locked out important medical equipment such as MRI scanners and devices for testing blood and tissue samples.The attackers demanded $300 of bitcoin to be sent to a specific address and threatened to double the ransom if it wasn't paid within three days. If the victim didn't pay within a week, they were threatened with their files being permanently deleted.Emergency measures that were put in place cost NHS Digital and NHS England £180,000 from already stretched budgets This highlights the importance of being able to spot signs of Malware 



Protective Measures

Update Windows and software

Backup, backup, backup

Use a firewall

Install an antivirus solution

Stay one step ahead
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It's crucial to always install the latest updates for Windows and other software. Companies like Microsoft and others are regularly releasing updates to patch potential vulnerabilities that can be exploited by hackers. The damages caused by failing to do so, are highlighted in the WannaCry case.A firewall is a software- or hardware-based application that helps to block malicious attacks from hackers, worms, ransomware, viruses, and other types of malware trying to access your computer from the internet to steal your information.Nowadays, it's essential to have an antivirus installed on your computer to detect and remove malware before they can compromise your data, slow down or crash your device. However, it's not just about installing the security software and forgetting about it. You must also keep it up to date to stay protected from the latest viruses, worms, ransomware, and other threats.One of the best ways to protect your computer and data from malware attacks is to make regular backups. You should always create at least two backups: one to keep offline and another to keep in the cloud.Your recovery plan must include a full backup of your system and data to keep offline using an external hard drive or in a local network location. This is the kind of backup that will ensure you can recover from any malware, hardware failure, errors, and natural accidents.Don’t forget the best security software is yourself. Usually a computer gets infected with malware because someone clicked a specially crafted email attachment, web pop up or installed an application from an untrusted. Use the protective measures and tools covered in the Phishing workshop to stay vigilant. 



Let everyone know that your business is 
promoting cyber security awareness by 

tweeting @AtlasComms using 
#PoweredByAtlas

Atlas Communications 
European Cyber Security Month Workshops
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Congratulations you are now up to date on malware awareness training! If you have any questions that you cannot answer, email sales@atlas-comms.com and the Atlas team will be happy to help. Don’t forget to tweet your support of ECSM @AtlasComms #PoweredByAtlas and take a look at the final workshop on ‘The importance of backing up your data’ 
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